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it is now very easy to fill the space available for adver-
tisements. Tlie latter are either brought to the office
directly or sent through an outside bureau. No soliciting
of any Hud is attempted. The papers are anxious to get
government advertisements. Formerly, the round sums
paid annually by banks and other companies for adver-
tisements were necessary for the very existence of the
papers, even though these sums meant a restriction of
certain possible criticism. Now the running expenses of
the paper are so high that these yearly payments are
relatively unimportant.
Although five Turkish and two Greek papers possess
modern rotating presses, most of the papers, because of
the limited circulation, are using simple flat-bed printing
presses. Owing to the irregularity of the communication
with the interior, circulation in the provinces is small.
Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, Hejaz, Albania, Western
Thrace, Macedonia, Bulgaria, which are very good fields
for Turkish papers, are closed for the time being. Be-
sides, the great mortality in the army, including thou-
sands of well educated reserve officers, has meant a great
loss in the ranks of the reading public. With the return
of normal conditions, it is hoped and expected that the
former outside sales may be resumed. Considerable im-
portance is also attached to a recent rapid movement
which has established the Turkish Turkish as the stand-
ard Turkish written language in Eussia. Many news-
paper owners claim that the future business success of
their organs is dependent upon reaching effectively the
susceptible to the claims of advertisements than are Europeans and Ar-
menians. It has been found by experience that advertising in newspapers
gives very good results in Constantinople, especially if it be pushed vigor-
ously. No advertising is carried as yet on tramcars. Street advertising
is not protected by law and cannot be recommended to foreign concerns.
All things considered, it is better to use the newspapers as a medium for
publicity. The circulation of printed newspapers is not very great, but in
spite of that advertising therein yields excellent results. French newspapers
have an approximate issue of 6,000 to 8,000 j Greek, 4,000 to 12,000 j
Armenian, 4,000 to 8,000; and Turkish., 10,000 to 15,000."

